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There is no view that can be taken of Mr. Calhoun's conduct in
this affair to render it otherwise than highly censurable. If it be
admitted that he sincerely believed that I had acted an unfriendly
or an unworthy part towards him—so much so as to give his previous	I
hostility the character of justifiable retaliation, still the step I had now taken should have caused him to pause. By my enemies generally as well as by myself that step was regarded as placing me out of the line of competition for the Presidency, and I was about to leave the Country upon a mission which would, in all probability, but for the interference he contemplated, have kept me abroad for several years. Almost any other man would have seen in this conjuncture a sufficient reason for at least reviewing the grounds of past animosity and confirming himself of their truth and sufficiency. The simplest enquiry cither of General Jackson or of myself, thro' any respectable man, would have resulted in satisfying him that the stories and surmises upon which he acted were,, one and all, fabulous and baseless; that I had never before that time taken a single hostile step against him, or any in which he was concerned that was not strictly in self-defence. He took such a course five years later, convinced himself of his error and did all in his power to atone for it. The same result would have followed if he had taken it at the time of which I am speaking; by which also many harsh and unprofitable proceedings and much uneasiness of mind would have been saved.a
But Mr. Calhoim was, it is to be feared, a most implacable man. To persist in differing with him in politics was to encounter an enmity which would be satisfied with nothing less than the utter overthrow of its object; his political career, governed by this spirit enforcing the scriptural admonition that those who live by the
» Rival aspirants for the superiority of position in their own ranks have always ami everywhere boon the bane of political organizations, disturbing: their peace and impairing their efficiency, and will continue to he so as long as the nature of man remains what it in. Those- carry on their internecine quasi-warfaro according to their respective temperaments, the dispositions these engender, and the best judgment they can form in regard to the probable ofllcioncy of their separate efforts. Whilst some are led by their dispositions to act only on the defensive, to watch the course of their rivals in all matters which they think designed for their detriment, and to content themselves with counteracting the designs of their rivals by means the least calculated to disturb the Councils by impairing the harmony of their party, there are those who are never satisfied without, the total overthrow and destruction of their rivals, at whatever cost to their political association that gratification is to bo obtained. A review of the history and fate of parties and factions will shew that it has been those who pursued the former course, who refrained the most from suffering their personal feelings from being in-ilumed by their political rivalries and were most willing to leave the question of their individual advancement to the quiet and friendly arbitrament of their political associates have in the end been the most successful. Mr. Calhoun has, it must he admitted, occupied a prominent position in the latter class and bonce the bitter feuds in his own .State and upon a larger scale between him and members of his own party with which his political'life has been checkered from its very commencement and hence also its disastrous termination. Thu.s adding an additional point to the many afforded by the history of man of the truth of the moral, that those who live by the sword die by the sword.

